The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate in an antiferromagnetic insulator at low temperature is calculated to lowest order in 1/z. The effects of anisotropy are included but correctly vanish for spin ½. Instead of a divergence in the limit of zero anisotropy as found by Beeman and Pincus, we obtain results similar to those for a ferromagnet. The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate in an antiferromagnetic insulator at low temperature is calculated to lowest order in 1/s. The effects of anisotropy are included but correctly vanish for spin q. Instead of a divergence in the limit of zero anisotropy as found by Beeman and Pincus, we obtain results similar to those for a ferromagnet.
process. Thus one is led to ask whether repeated scatterings of spin waves give further large enhancement to T1 '. However, the treatment of repeated scattering within this formalism is rather cumbersome algebraically. Using the Dyson-Maleev transformation we were able to express T1 ' in terms of the zero-temperature t matrix which describes the eGect of repeated scatterings and which takes an especially simple form when the Dyson-Maleev transformation is used. From this study we concluded that the 6rst-Born-approximation result of Refs. j. and 2 for ferromagncts was exact to lowest order in kT/H@. As a result, one is tempted to predict that a calculation of T~' in an antiferromagnet %'ork supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. f Alfred P. Sloan Postdoctoral Fellow. ' P. Pincus, Phys. Rev. Letters 16, 398 (1966) .
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We have neglected umklapp processes because the relaxation rate depends on processes for which all momenta are small.
Using Eqs. (12) and (13) 
where E;= (IIII+II~)3;. When the condition Es E, --+E2 is fulfilled we 6nd that" +t'74p L2q -72xs -71x17. (19b) When the condition El= Es+Es is fulfilled we find that Fig. 2(b) , which bears a superficial resemblance to Fig. 2(a) , does not in fact contribute to lowest order in 1/z. This is because the transformation to normal modes leads to the inclusion of a factor m6 which, when summed over, gives a factor 1/s. Renormalizations do not occur for all terms. For instance, the first term in Eq. (4c) Fig. 1 
-(2+48)$1$2$8Y4t - (2 -os) . (26) Fol spl11 2 A new theory of superconductors containing transition-metal impurities is presented, explaining the observed anomalous magnetic behavior of the impurities with quenched or nearly quenched magnetic moment resulting from the localized spin fluctuations associated with the formation of localized magnetic moments. From this theory, the superconducting transition temperatures of AlMn, A/Cr, and VFe are calculated. The puzzling "slowing down" of the decrease in T, observed for higher concentrations of transitionmetal impurities is shown to arise partly from the temperature dependence of the electron scattering by the localized spin fluctuations and also partly from exchange and Coulomb coupling among the transition-metal impurities, which damp the formation of the localized magnetic moments and the spin fluctuations.
I. INTRODUCTION '~I
. ECTRON scattering by localized spins stronglỹ~w eakens superconductivity, " in sharp contrast to the small mean-free-path effects of nonmagnetic impurities. ' Consequently, superconductors should reAect sensitively the quenching of localized magnetic moments.
